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This paper develops the longitudinal flight control scheme for the tilt-rotor VTOL Aston

Martin Volante Vision. It is envisaged that the aircraft will be flown by a "flight-naive pilot"

who is less well-trained than normal. The conversion corridor is developed and the optimum

tilt schedule is determined using the minimum power curve and numerical optimisation to

encompass hover, conversion and cruise flight without manipulating the rotor tilt angle. The

methodology is found to be unique because two conversion schedules were integrated to reflect

critical factors for conversion and stationary configurations. A proportional-integral-derivative

(PID) controller has been designed with a suitable inceptor response and control allocation for

a flight-naïve pilot while a blending schedule has unified different response types at the low

and high speed into a single control system. The PID controllers are evaluated using design

guidelines of ADS-33E-PRF and MIL-STD-1797A. The conversion flight simulation shows that

the suggested longitudinal stability and control augmentation system (SCAS) are expected to

reduce the pilot workload and improve handling qualities making performance and handling

more suitable for a flight-naive pilot.

I. Nomenclature

𝑎𝑥 = translational acceleration, m/s2 𝜁𝑠𝑝 = short period damping ratio
𝐴 = state matrix 𝜂 = elevator deŕection, deg
𝐵 = input matrix 𝜃 = pitch attitude, deg
𝑔 = gravitational constant, m/s2 𝜃𝐷𝐵 = pitch attitude dropback, deg
𝐽 = cost function 𝜃𝑝𝑘 = peak pitch attitude, deg
𝐾 = gain matrix 𝜆𝑠𝑝 = short period eigenvalue
𝑛 = rotor rotational speed, rpm 𝜆𝜃 = pitch attitude eigenvalue
𝑃 = power, kW 𝜆𝜂 = elevator eigenvalue
𝑞 = pitch rate, deg/s 𝜆𝜏 = rotor lag dynamics eigenvalue
𝑞𝑝𝑘 = peak pitch rate, deg/s 𝜏𝑝 = phase delay, s
𝑞𝑠𝑠 = steady state pitch rate, deg/s 𝜔𝐵𝑊 = bandwidth frequency, rad/s
𝑞 = dynamic pressure, Pa 𝜔𝑛 = natural frequency, rad/s
𝑇𝜃2 = Incidence lag time constant, s 𝜔𝑠𝑝 = short period frequency, rad/s
𝑢 = body x-axis velocity, m/s
𝑈 = control input vector
𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆 = calibrated airspeed, m/s
𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙 = stall airspeed, m/s
𝑤 = body z-axis velocity, m/s
𝑋 = state variable vector
¤𝑋 = state derivative vector
𝛼 = angle of attack, deg
𝛾 = ŕight path angle, deg
𝛾𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 = rotor tilt angle, deg
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II. Introduction

Interest in electric vertical take-off and landing (eVTOL) air vehicles has been increasing as the conőguration emerges
as a promising candidate for an on-demand service platform through advanced air mobility. Manufacturing companies

such as Vertical Aerospace, Lilium and Airbus have already completed successful test ŕights and Hyundai showcased
their őrst eVTOL vehicles in 2020. In response to the global trends of the aerospace őeld, Aston Martin presented the
Volante Vision Concept as a candidate for the future personal air mobility market. This new concept tiltrotor aircraft
seen in Fig. 1 was conceived in partnership with Cranőeld Aerospace Solutions, Cranőeld University and Rolls-Royce
and intended to combine the vertical lift capability of a helicopter with the performance of a conventional őxed-wing
aircraft through conversion ŕight.

Fig. 1 The Aston Martin Volante Vision Concept

The conversion ŕight control of tiltrotor aircraft is a challenging technical problem because varying ŕight conditions
due to the convertible rotors cause extremely coupled and nonlinear dynamics along with increased modelling uncertainty
[1, 2]. Recent research has explored the conversion control strategies of tiltrotor aircraft based on the conversion
corridor idea that deőnes a stable and safe operating range during transition between helicopter conőguration and
airplane conőguration [3ś5]. Trim-point analysis can be used to determine the conversion corridor [6, 7]. A satisfactory
tilt conversion strategy should ensure a constant altitude whereby decreasing rotor lift is compensated by increasing
aerodynamic lift. The tilt rate is also critical because a too low rate can jeopardise the aircraft due to a chance of straying
outside the conversion corridor and reaching the line of the power limit, whereas rotating the tilt angle of rotors too fast
can result in insufficient lift due to wing stall [8].

Various approaches to controlling and scheduling the tilt angle of convertible aircraft have been proposed [9]. The
tilt angle can be linearly scheduled on the airspeed [10ś12]. Alternatively, one approach [13, 14] is to schedule the tilt
angle to keep the aircraft in the middle of the conversion corridor. Other schemes choose the schedule to minimise
thrust-to-weight ratio [15] or to reduce excursion to pitch attitude [16]. A manual approach using a thumbwheel and a
discrete beep trimmer has been proposed for piloted aircraft [17]. For the XV-15, the pilot can operate the conversion
procedure at a constant and continuous tilt rate but manual access is available in the case of an emergency halt at any
nacelle tilt angle or convert to the helicopter mode [3]. Both the AW609 and Bell-Boeing V-22 Osprey have adopted a
conversion protection system (CPS) to prevent crossing the boundaries of the conversion corridor. The tilting control
regime of AW609 depends on the nacelle tilt angle [4]. For the V-22, the boundaries of the tilt corridor vary with the
gross weight so that the CPS covers ŕexible operation over the full envelope [5].

Classical control techniques have been proposed for the ŕight control of tiltrotor aircraft over the whole ŕight
envelope; PID control is a common approach. With the aid of PID controller, quad tilt-wing unmanned air vehicle
employed independent control unit of wings and rotors [18, 19] while a similar tilt-wing vehicle can tilt propellers
and wings simultaneously [20]. An air vehicle with three tilting rotors was developed in the study [21, 22] and it was
observed that the helicopter mode of the tiltrotor vehicles mostly used attitude and position control [18ś22].
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Table 1 Recommended stick input type for a PAV depending on dynamic pressure [26]

Stick input type 𝑞 Command type

Low Horizontal ground velocity

Left longitudinal stick Medium Throttle and pitch

High Pure throttle

Low Vertical ground velocity

Right longitudinal stick Medium As per low dynamic pressure

High As per low dynamic pressure

Human factors are also critical for the operation of piloted VTOL aircraft given that it becomes more difficult to
pilot two different conőgurations in a single vehicle [12]. The requirements are even more signiőcant because, in order
for the future personal air mobility market to be commercially viable, so-called łŕight-naïve pilotsž will be mostly
employed and they are pilots with more limited training that requires skill levels similar to those required to drive an
automobile [23]. The study by Perfect et al., [24] revealed the most suitable response types for personal air vehicle
(PAV) conőgurations piloted by novices were translational rate command (TRC) and acceleration command speed hold
(ACSH) according to the assessment of NASA task load index (TLX) [25] and task performance index (TPX) [26].
Analogously to the proposed response types, the novel inceptor design for PAV based on the Cooper-Harper rating
(CHR) was as suggested in Table 1.

As yet there are no published standards that cover numerical requirements and handling qualities design guidance
for tiltrotor aircraft. Therefore, the compatibility analysis is to balance the criteria of both őxed-wing aircraft and
rotorcraft so that conversion ŕight remains robust and qualitative [27]. MIL-STD-1797A [28] is the applicable
speciőcation for ŕying and handling qualities of őxed-wing aircraft. For military rotorcraft, the criteria are stipulated in
ADS-33E-PRF [29]. For the pitch-axis response criteria in the time domain, the requirements for the mid-term response
specify the region of stability in terms of damping ratio and natural frequency. Also, the speciőcation regulates the
minimum control power and quickness for rate response rapidity type by inspection of parameters related to time-domain
pitch response.

Frequency-domain criteria are also signiőcant because reasonable time-domain responses may produce unacceptable
ŕying qualities if frequency-domain properties are ignored. Therefore, bandwidth criteria suggest the required bandwidth
frequency and phase delay to rectify potential issues that cannot be dealt with in the time domain. However, the
assessment of handling qualities in the speciőcations is intended for experienced pilots. Considering the aircraft is for
urban air operations, additional focus on those with private pilot’s license and insufficient ŕight experience should be
made in the ŕight control system when referring to the speciőcations.

This paper considers the scheduled ŕight control system of the Aston Martin Volante Vision concept VTOL vehicle
for ŕight-naive pilots. Firstly, inherent dynamics characteristics based on straight and wing-level trim states are examined
and conversion corridor analysis is employed to determine the optimum tilt schedule. One approach for safety is to keep
the tilt schedule in the centre of conversion boundaries at a small angle of attack, which is important for conversion ŕight.
However, this method is more costly in terms of power consumption and not suitable for hover and cruise conőgurations.
Hence, a compromise between the two approaches is proposed in this paper. Flight simulation is used to assess whether a
gain-scheduled PID controller can maintain stable conversion along the tilt schedule without altitude loss. The approach
of using an optimum tilt schedule in this paper means that the ŕight conőguration is automatically switched based on the
calibrated airspeed. This is expected to enhance handling qualities and reduce pilot workload, making the system easier
for the pilot along with a possible decrease in pilot training hours compared to conventional piloting techniques [26, 30].

III. Flight dynamics analysis

A. Dynamic model and trim analysis

The conőguration of the Aston Martin Volante Vision is shown in Fig. 2. The main rotor is located aft of the cockpit
and has a őxed tilt but is electrically driven with a variable speed. The blade pitch is also őxed. The forward tilt rotor
pairs are counter-rotating and can be tilted about the 𝑌 -axis. They are also electrically driven with a őxed blade pitch
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but variable speed. The aircraft is őtted with canards, but trailing edge elevators on the main wing are provided. The
main wing also has outboard ailerons and rudders on the őn.

In the low-speed hover conőguration, the main rotor and the tilt rotor pair provide the lift. Differential and collective
use of the main and tilt rotor speeds provide pitch and heave control. Conversion from the hover conőguration to the
őxed-wing aircraft conőguration is enabled by varying the tilt angles so rotating the fore rotor thrust vector direction.
This provides some surge control. The lifting surfaces have a sufficient aerodynamic lift to support the weight at high
speed in the őxed-wing aircraft conőguration and the main rotor becomes redundant. The tilt rotors provide forward
thrust to accelerate the aircraft. The main wing trailing edge elevator is employed instead of the canard to control pitch
in the őxed-wing aircraft conőguration.

A model was previously developed in the study [31]; the main aircraft model parameters are summarised in Table 2.
The aerodynamic forces and moments characteristics were modelled using Athena Vortex Lattice (AVL) [32] to obtain
the aeroderivatives while a blade element momentum theory solver called QPROP [33] was employed to predict the
performance of the rotor thrust along with semi-empirical correction [34]. Note that the model ignores viscous effects,
nonlinearity, and accuracy of excessive blade angle of attack, which limits its ődelity in the full ŕight envelope.

Fig. 2 Schematic of the Volante Vision

Trim analysis for steady wings-level ŕight is a prerequisite to the design of the conversion corridor. Numerical trimming
using a nonlinear least-squares solver was performed over the entire range of operational airspeed and rotor tilt angle.
The trim was set so that the power is minimised at each trim point. The main rotor speed was set to be zero above the
stall speed of 41 m s-1to maximise the aerodynamic forces and minimise the use of a powered lift for saving energy. The
maximum limits on pitch and angle of attack were arbitrarily chosen to be 20 deg as a constraint on passenger comfort
and safety. The resulting trim contours at an altitude of 1000 m are shown in Fig. 3 and 4. Lateral and directional ŕight
dynamics states and control inputs were found to be decoupled from the longitudinal.

The control inputs and power trim values are shown in Fig. 3. Even though the main rotor rotational speed was
suppressed to zero against increasing freedoms of the elevator above the stall speed, the other trim result contours still
varied smoothly despite the different trim condition. The phenomenon implied that the trim conditions were still valid
to be combined between the two trimming results and the powered-lift forces should be avoided as much as possible
above the stall speed to minimise power consumption.
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Table 2 Model parameters of Aston Martin Volante Vision

Symbol Description Magnitude

𝑚𝑀𝑇𝑂𝑊 maximum takeoff weight 2000 kg

𝐼𝑥𝑥 moment of inertia at x axis 10608 kg m2

𝐼𝑦𝑦 moment of inertia at y axis 35554 kg m2

𝐼𝑧𝑧 moment of inertia at z axis 45921 kg m2

𝐼𝑥𝑧 moment of inertia on xz plane 447 kg m2

𝐶𝐺 centre of gravity from nose 4.45 m

𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 maximum true airspeed 97 m s-1

Fig. 3 Trimming result contours of power and rotor rpm

Fig. 4 Trimming result contours of elevator deflection, pitch attitude and angle of attack

With reference to Fig. 4 and 5, the elevator deŕects downward to its maximum to exert the possible maximum
aerodynamic force from lifting surfaces and battery efficiency in the helicopter conőguration at low cruise speed.
Additionally, the maximum negative deŕection of the upward elevator occurred at low speed to generate the maximum
pitching moment from the control surfaces and to counter the opposite moment due to the main rotor thrust, which leads
to an untrimmed region caused by a low rotor tilt angle. Also, the fore rotor speed reached its maximum at another
untrimmed region at high speed and rotor tilt angle. Consequently, there were two untrimmed ŕight regions; one from
the stall speed region, the other due to the limit on the maximum power of the rotors to counter the aerodynamic forces
from the wing.
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It is noticeable that the lower the rotor tilt angle of the front rotor was positioned, the higher the required angle of
attack was at the same airspeed. Furthermore, the angle of attack kept increasing until it reached the maximum limit of
the trim condition, which contributed to the untrimmed region below the stall speed. The aircraft may be able to ŕy
above the upper limit using rotor thrust, but such ŕight is undesirable because a high pitch attitude of the aircraft in the
region loses the efficiency of the powered lifts at the low speed and would not guarantee a stable ŕight against a gust.

Fig. 5 Longitudinal control configuration of the Volante Vision

B. Conversion corridor design

The operational conversion (or transition) ŕight region of the aircraft was designed based on the calibrated airspeed
in order that the mapping of the conversion envelope to be established could suggest valid data irrespective of the
altitude. The extent to which each point in the trim results can assure the aircraft of its stability was determined by
selecting the local trim results for the conversion corridor under the best passenger comfort ratings according to the
study in terms of acceleration [35]. The resulting conversion corridor is presented in Fig. 6 with two tilt corridor
boundaries. The upper boundary was constrained by the limit of the power, whereas the minimum speed to be avoided
was determined by the lower boundary. Although the transition ŕight is not supposed to be in the trimmed ŕight but
accelerating or decelerating, the operational conversion region inside the boundaries is still expected to provide the
relative stability of the conversion ŕight.

Fig. 6 The conversion corridor for the Volante Vision
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C. Tilt schedule

According to [13], the tilt schedule not only facilitates automatic transition but also prevents the aircraft from
excessively exceeding the conversion corridor. For the design of the tilt schedule, the minimum power curve within the
conversion corridor boundaries was obtained by the inspection of local trim points that feature the minimum power at
each calibrated speed from 0 to 90 m s-1 with an interval of 1 m s-1. The resulting plot is shown in Fig. 7. Concerning
the minimum power line, it shows that tilting the front rotors forward immediately is the optimum strategy to maximise
the power efficiency after remaining at the hover conőguration up to 3.81 m s-1. When exceeding the stall speed, the
minimum power indicates that the rotor tilt angle needs to be increased again, not holding with the őxed-wing aircraft
conőguration. This is because a more upward elevator deŕection is required to counter the negative pitching moment
due to the excessive amount of the aft wing-aerodynamic lift force. This also explains the reason why the fore rotors are
not positioned horizontally to balance the negative pitching moment analogously to the elevator. Consequently, the
complete cruise ŕight conőguration uses less elevator to provide the lift forces.

Fig. 7 Minimum power curve with conversion corridor

Using only the minimum power curve as the tilt schedule beneőts the power consumption. However, the curve is
close to the minimum speed boundary and the stall region, which could jeopardise the aircraft. Hence, a term is added
to the cost that penalises the deviation angle of attack from 4 deg to trade off between the minimum power and safety.
The őxed angle of attack was chosen in the weighted sum because it is a typical value for a cruise ŕight and presented
the centre of the two boundaries and a margin for operational limit. However, the choice of the optimum angle of attack
is for future study. The optimisation goal was to establish a tilt schedule that enables smooth conversion and reaches the
cruise ŕight conőguration with a constant angle of attack. The optimum points were obtained by numerical search to
minimise the following weighted sum:

𝐽 (𝛼, 𝑃) =
|𝛼(𝛾𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 , 𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆) − 4|

max(𝛼(𝛾𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 , 𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆))
+

𝑃(𝛾𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 , 𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆)

max(𝑃(𝛾𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 , 𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆)

s.t.

∀𝛾𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 = {1, 2, ..., 90} for 𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆 = 1, 2, ..., 90

(1)
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The optimisation procedure is designed to minimise the nondimensional sum of the angle of attack and the minimum
required power. The absolute value of angle of attack was set up to avoid negative magnitude and each calibrated
airspeed ranging from 0 m s-1 to 90 m s-1 identiőed the rotor tilt angle that possesses the least value of the cost function
within the conversion corridor boundaries. The result of the optimisation is presented in Fig. 8 and indicates that the
obtained transition ŕight curve leads to the minimum power consumption with an angle of attack close to 4 deg.

Fig. 8 Numerically optimised curve with conversion corridor

At hover, the aircraft operates as a rotary-wing craft, hence with zero angle of attack. Thus, there is a disconnect
between the numerically optimised curve and the requirement for rotary-wing operation. Therefore, the minimum power
and numerically optimised curve were integrated to modulate all conőgurations with a single tilt schedule. The tilting
strategy is expected to enhance handling qualities by reducing pilot workloads without manipulation of a ŕight state
switch [26] and not to structurally burden the actuators for conversion with no use of the rotor tilt angle as a primary
control variable in the cockpit [17] in real piloted ŕight. An exponential function (shown in Table 3) is deőned to
provide a smooth transition from the rotary-wing schedule to the numerically optimised curve schedule. The revised tilt
schedule and speciőc equations are shown in Fig. 9 and Table 3, respectively.

Table 3 Details of the tilt-schedule function

Airspeed range (m s-1) Conőguration 𝛾𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 (𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆) (deg)

0 ≤ 𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆 < 3.81 Rotary-wing 90

3.81 ≤ 𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆 < 35.3 Conversion 𝑒−0.05(𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆−52.39)+78.65

35.3 ≤ 𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆 < 73.5 Conversion 𝑎𝑉5
𝐶𝐴𝑆

+ 𝑏𝑉4
𝐶𝐴𝑆

+ 𝑐𝑉3
𝐶𝐴𝑆

+ 𝑑𝑉2
𝐶𝐴𝑆

+ 𝑒𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆 + 𝑓

𝑎 = −1.98 × 10−7 𝑏 = 1.78 × 10−5 𝑐 = −4.55 × 10−4,

𝑑 = −8.08 × 10−4 𝑒 = 0.05 𝑓 = 83.44

73.5 ≤ 𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆 < 90.2 Fixed-wing 0
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Fig. 9 Optimum tilt schedule for conversion flight with four trim points

IV. Longitudinal SCAS design

A. Linearisation

The proposed control scheme is a gain-scheduled linear PID controller. Linear models were obtained by forming
linear approximations to non-linear systems and the linearisation of a system is accessible by the straight and level ŕight
trim points(i.e., equilibrium points). Four trim point ŕight conditions on the tilt schedule were selected at the calibrated
airspeeds of 0, 25, 50, and 75 m s-1 to assess the system stability and design the ŕight control system. The detailed ŕight
conditions to be analysed are shown in Fig. 9 and Table 4.

Table 4 Flight condition data of the trim points

Flight Case

1 2 3 4

Altitude (m) 1000 1000 1000 1000

Calibrated airspeed (m s-1) 0 25 50 75

Pitch attitude (deg) 0 3.7 3.59 3.5

Rotor tilt angle (deg) 90 82.6 76.8 0

Fore rotor speed (rpm) 4155 4146 3500 2410

Aft rotor speed (rpm) 2196 1466 0 0

Elevator (deg) 0 25 6.36 -2.4

Power (kW) 1916 1365 686 325
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The aerodynamic coupling derivatives were close to zero, hence the lateral and longitudinal equations of motion are
decoupled and only the longitudinal dynamics are considered for this conversion strategy. The aircraft was numerically
linearised about four steady-state operating points so that the gradient (i.e., Jacobian) matrices were calculated from the
Simulink model.

B. Motor mixing algorithm and controllability

In the proposed control system for the Volante Vision at low airspeed, two different types of control are applied
to provide body-axis horizontal and normal velocity command; the attitude controller and the velocity controller.
Therefore, a motor mixing algorithm was introduced for the outputs to follow the reference signal by demanding multiple
rotor speeds simultaneously. For vertical rate command (VRC), a combined engagement of both rotors as a collective
input controls the vertical velocity command by offsetting a pitching moment due to each rotor thrust. However, a
high-bandwidth surge control force for pure TRC is absent in the longitudinal characteristics; the tilt mechanism is
reserved for the conversion. Thus, pitching down the aircraft alternatively provides a body-axis horizontal velocity
command using the differential control input of the tilt and main rotors.

Referring to ADS-33E-PRF, the gains of the tilt and main rotors were selected to generate a pitch rate of 1 deg s -1

and a normal acceleration of 0.05 g without the coupling effects between them. The gain scheduling was designed
only for Flight Cases 1 and 2 before the aircraft reaches 1.2𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙 because the rear rotor thrust with a positive angle of
attack exhibits a considerable negative translational acceleration and the forward ŕight control scheme will take over the
control authority. The resulting gain scheduling of the mixed input using the tilt and rear rotor is shown in Fig. 10.
Controllability was checked and found that the system was state controllable and all the modes of the system were found
to be under the inŕuence of the control inputs.

Fig. 10 Gain scheduling for differential and collective input

C. Stability augmentation system

The short-term response behaviours are more important than the phugoid mode in terms of ŕying and handling
qualities. Reduced-order models for the short period mode were therefore developed in the body-axes reference. Flight
Case 1 represents hovering dynamics and the contribution of the vertical motion to the longitudinal mode is less than 10
percent of the horizontal speed [8]. Hence, a reduced-order model can be obtained by ignoring the normal velocity. For
the other ŕight cases, the short period mode is mainly dominated by pitch rate 𝑞 and incidence 𝛼. The 𝑥-axis force
equation can be therefore neglected due to the constant speed 𝑢 in the rapid pitch oscillation. The reduced order model
of the Volante Vision was obtained with the linear model form:
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¤𝑋 = 𝐴𝑋 + 𝐵𝑈

where

𝑋 = [𝑢 𝑞 𝜃]𝑇 for Flight Case 1

𝑋 = [𝑤 𝑞 𝜃]𝑇 for Flight Cases 2, 3 and 4

𝑈 = [𝛾𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 𝑛 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑛𝑎 𝑓 𝑡 𝜂]
𝑇

(2)

The resulting short-term stability and response characteristics are presented in Table 5. An engine lag and actuator
dynamics were augmented to the model. Overall, the bare-airframe short period mode damping ratio is low and fairly
constant with increasing airspeed, but the natural frequency increases from 0.105 to 2.93 rad s-1. Flight Cases 1 and 2
have too low short period frequencies and the bare airframe dynamics of all four ŕight cases possess poor performance
that will be described in the next paragraph. Stability augmentation is necessary when the aircraft shows intrusive
deőciencies of the bare airframe dynamics and choosing proper feedback can provide the aircraft with the enhanced
closed-loop stability modes [36]. Hence, the pitch rate feedback gain was determined using the root-locus technique to
improve the dynamics and closed-loop system analysis was accessible through:

¤𝑋 = (𝐴 − 𝐵𝐾)𝑋 + 𝐵𝑈 (3)

For Flight Cases 1 and 2, pitch attitude is fed back along with pitch rate because pitch rate feedback alone could not
achieve the short-period mode stability requirement. Also, a step cockpit pitch control position input is recommended
for TRC and ŕight path response according to ADS-33E-PRF [29]. Feedback gains of the pitch attitude and rate were
chosen to attain the highest level of handing qualities based on the limit on pitch oscillation 16 17, requirements for
moderate-amplitude pitch attitude changes 18, and bandwidth criterion 20 21 referring to ADS-33E-PRF [29] and
MIL-STD-1797A [28], simultaneously. The results of the evaluation are discussed in the further section.

Table 5 Bare airframe and closed-loop characteristics of the Volante Vision

Flight Case

1 2 3 4

Bare airframe

𝜔𝑠𝑝 0.105 1.01 1.97 2.93

𝜁𝑠𝑝 0.512 0.472 0.473 0.480

𝜆𝜏 -10 -10 N/A N/A

𝜆𝜂 N/A N/A −36 ± 27𝑖 −36 ± 27𝑖

𝜆𝑠𝑝 −0.0536 ± 0.0897𝑖 −0.479 ± 0.896𝑖 −0.932 ± 1.74𝑖 −1.41 ± 2.57𝑖

Closed loop

𝜔𝑠𝑝 4.44 4.59 2.19 3.28

𝜁𝑠𝑝 0.855 0.758 0.7 0.699

𝜆𝑠𝑝 −3.80 ± 2.30𝑖 −3.48 ± 2.99𝑖 −1.53 ± 1.56𝑖 −2.30 ± 2.34𝑖

D. Control augmentation system

A conversion ŕight needs to ensure the integration of two different aircraft conőgurations and dissimilar primary
inceptor response-types in an intuitive way. Referring to the studies [23, 26], a suitable inceptor design for PAV and
response type for a ŕight naïve pilot reached some consensus so that a pilot workload can be alleviated along with the
improvement in handling qualities. Table 6 summarises the resulting control scheme of the inceptor response-types
and control allocation methodology provided left and right longitudinal sticks are longitudinal cyclic control input and
collective lever control input, respectively.

For Flight Case 2, the collective input was adopted to control a ŕight path angle because the positive sign of
𝛾𝑠𝑠/𝑉𝑠𝑠 recommended employing collective control channel rather than pitch channel and a body-axis coordinate is
more beneőcial in the forward ŕight according to ADS-33E-PRF. A blending schedule was introduced to connect two
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Table 6 Inceptor response-types and control allocation method

Flight Case Control allocation Left longitudinal stick Right longitudinal stick

1 Helicopter mode TRC (differential thrust) VRC (collective thrust)

Blending schedule

3.81 m s-1 < 𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆 < 7.24 m s-1

2 Helicopter mode ACSH (differential thrust) 𝛾C (collective thrust)

Primary control switch

𝑉𝐶𝐴𝑆 = 1.2𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 48.66 m s-1

3 Wing borne mode ACSH (fore collective thrust) 𝛾C (elevator)

Tilt compensator

𝛾𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 > 45 deg and 𝑎𝑥 < cyclic input

4 Wing borne mode ACSH (fore collective thrust) 𝛾C (elevator)

different types of response in the same aircraft conőguration mode. When exceeding 1.2𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙 , the elevator begins to
take an authority for the control of ŕight path angle and a thrust of fore rotor starts to produce an acceleration command
speed hold response type. Particularly, a tilting compensator is activated temporarily in the airplane mode before the
rotor tilt angle of 45 deg. The compensator employed the mixed inputs of a thrust and tilt angles of the front rotors and
assisted the aircraft only in accelerating considering that the thrust is not expected to produce a pure acceleration and
follow the longitudinal left stick command due to the rotor tilt angle.

ADS-33E-PRF [29] recommendation on blending schedules suggests that the blending function should be linear
with time and occur between 2 and 5 seconds during acceleration. Two speciőc airspeeds were used to design the
blending. One was 3.81 m s-1 where the end of rotor tilt angle for the complete helicopter mode was proposed by the tilt
schedule. The other was calculated to be 7.24 m s-1 by assuming an acceleration of 0.1 g is being maintained for 3
seconds. The resulting blending schedules are shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11 Blending schedule for different response types

When tuning PID gains, the tilt schedule was frozen to identify the coupling effect between the control channels and
assess the performance of the response as a priority. With regards to Flight Case 1, both TRC and VRC were achievable
through a coordinate conversion from an earth-őxed framework to a body-őxed axis system. The gains were selected to
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satisfy the handling qualities requirements from ADS-33E-PRF [29]. The two response-types were tuned to have a
quality őrst-order shape. The rise time of TRC belonged to the range between 2.5 and 5 seconds as suggested, whereas
the height response had a prompter performance than the requirement for the boundary of level 1 handling qualities. As
a result, Fig. 12 and 13 showed that both response-types were able to obtain satisfactory responses without an excessive
overshoot was achieved along with the qualitative compliance against ADS-33E-PRF.

Fig. 12 TRC step response to left stick Fig. 13 VRC step response to right stick

The remaining ŕight cases are designed to provide ACSH and ŕight path angle response. The gains for the ACSH
response are tuned to have a settling time of 10 seconds, which was not thought to be aggressive for the passenger
aircraft. A pulse input of 0.05 g was exerted for 15 seconds to prevent intrusive nonlinear effects. The gains for ŕight
path response were determined with reference to ADS-33E-PRF so that the response has a őrst-order appearance and
fulőls the requirements for level 1 handling qualities, analogously to VRC. In Flight Case 4, a command path pre-őlter
was additionally designed to lower incidence lag and ŕight path delay by reducing the dropback to near zero 19.

Fig. 14 ACSH pulse response to left stick Fig. 15 Flight path step response to right stick

The resulting responses are presented in Fig. 14 and 15. For the pulse response to the left longitudinal stick at Flight
Case 4, a steady-state error of around 10 percent was discerned and found to be an unavoidable ACSH response due to
insufficient control power to overcome increasing aerodynamic drag. However, this property is acceptable because the
pilot or a gearing ratio can compensate for the gap between the reference command and response. By inspection of the
step response to the right longitudinal stick, a negative dropback was not spotted as desired and the design considerations
were overall well reŕected in the response despite a minor overshoot.
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V. Handling qualities assessment and flight simulation

A. Handling qualities assessment

Flight-naïve pilots instead of professional pilots will be needed to ŕy VTOL aircraft for advanced air mobility.
This requires more than level 1 to confer reliable stability and control characteristics on its operational ŕight envelope.
The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) developed several issues of means of compliance with the special
conditions for VTOL aircraft in a sequential manner [37ś40]. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is taking
modifying approach to tailor the existing regulatory document for the aircraft as special class in 14 code of federal
regulations (CFR)§21.17(b) [41]. However, quantitative handling qualities requirements for VTOL aircraft are not yet
stipulated in these documents. It should be therefore noted that the helicopter and conversion modes were compared
with ADS-33E-PRF, whereas MIL-STD-1797A was referred to the őxed-wing conőguration in this paper.

A ŕight control system with SCAS engaged should acquire level 1 and bare airframe needs to at least meet level 2
handling qualities. As discussed in the preceding sections, the gain selections for the pitch stabilisation were aimed to
achieve desirable handling qualities in the time and frequency domains. Figures 16 and 17 summarise the compliance
results of pitch dynamic stability requirements, in which the aircraft belonged to category B based on its normal
manoeuvre in MIL-STD-1797A. It was conőrmed that the ŕight control system was equipped with the satisfactory
handling qualities of level 1 in SCAS design and level 2 at least in bare-airframe system regardless of the aircraft
conőguration.

Fig. 16 Compliance results of the short period charac-

teristics (ADS-33E-PRF)

Fig. 17 Compliance results of the short period char-

acteristics (MIL-STD-1797A - flight category B)

With regards to the pitch quickness criterion, it is a unique analysis tool for a rotorcraft because the criterion intends
to identify the level of agility near the earth at a low speed. Figure 18 shows handling qualities results of the Volante
Vision in the moderate-amplitude pitch attitude quickness requirements in the time domain. Flight Case 4, the őxed-wing
conőguration, was not included and the remaining three cases lie in level 1 handling qualities. The dropback criterion is
applicable for őxed-wing conőguration and concerned with the pitch attitude tracking handling quality in terms of the
restriction of pitch rate overshoot ratio and the ratio of attitude dropback to steady-state pitch. The closed-loop system
for Flight Case 4 augmented a command path pre-őlter to achieve zero dropback and relieve ŕight path response delay.
Artiőcial modiőcation of incidence lag was completed using pole-zero cancellation and the dropback characteristics
were quantiőed by inspection of the moment when the step input to pitch rate is detached. The compliance results are
presented in Fig. 19 and Flight Case 4 lies in the satisfactory region away from abrupt bobble tendency.
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Fig. 18 Handling qualities rating of pitch quickness Fig. 19 Handling qualities rating for the Gibson’s drop-

back criterion

The bandwidth criteria of a rotorcraft vary with mission task elements (MTEs) and the characteristics of the ŕight
control system were compared with the requirement in divided attention operations, considering the aircraft could
experience instrument meteorological conditions (IMC). Additionally, Flight Case 4 referred to the requirements for
category C because MIL-STD-1797A does not cover ŕight phase category B and the Volante Vision will not be exposed
in the expected operation for category A. The results predict the Volante Vision exhibits level 1 pitch ŕying qualities
shown in Fig. 20 and 21. The bandwidth frequency of Flight Case 4 is the highest even though no pitch attitude
feedback is provided. This demonstrates that the őxed aircraft conőguration is more controllable than the rotary-wing
conőguration. Furthermore, the ratings in the bandwidth and quickness criteria show that sufficient bandwidth can
correspond to quicker response because it allows the channel to pass large information. Considering a novel concept of
aircraft is not covered in compliance with the speciőcations, a piloted simulation with SCAS on should be conducted to
demonstrate that the predicted rating is consistent with the actual performance of MTEs.

Fig. 20 The pitch attitude bandwidth requirement

results (ADS-33E-PRF - all the other MTEs-UCE>1

and/or divided attention operations

Fig. 21 The pitch attitude bandwidth requirement

results (MIL-STD-1797A - flight category C
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B. Conversion flight simulation

A 150 seconds ŕight simulation was performed and the dynamics responses during the full conversion procedure are
provided in Fig. 22. The left longitudinal stick input is applied for 135 seconds to accelerate the aircraft at an overall rate
of 0.05 g and reaches the őxed-wing aircraft conőguration. The right longitudinal stick is exerted to maintain the altitude
of 1000 m during the conversion at around 100 seconds. When the aircraft reached the cruise ŕight conőguration, the
acceleration input remains for 10 seconds and drops to zero.

Fig. 22 Flight dynamics response during the full conversion - longitudinal inceptor inputs, body-axis velocity,

rotor rpm, altitude, control inputs, body-axis acceleration, and flight dynamics angles

No extreme change in altitude and pitch attitude conőrms that the SCAS design leads to a successful conversion
ŕight. TRC and blending regime produce a negative pitch attitude at the early stage due to control strategy. Afterwards,
an acceleration of 0.05 g is followed as commanded and the ŕight does not include a negative pitch attitude. However,
when the left stick input increases to 10 percent, pitch attitude falls to -5 deg. This shows that the smaller amount of
acceleration during the conversion can be made with a positive pitch attitude at a given rotor tilt angle, even though the
control strategy is to pitch down and increase airspeed. At the stall speed, the aft rotor is ideally disengaged because aft
thrust at a positive pitch attitude will result in a large drag force. Compared to arbitrary elevator input, the maximum
elevator deŕection that generates greater aerodynamic lift only leads to no-use aft thrust at the stall speed, which the
neutral position of the elevator could not achieve. After control allocation to the wing borne mode is őnished above the
stall speed, a tilt rate is rapid (between 90 and 115 seconds). The rapid tilt rate introduces unsteady ŕight dynamics so
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that large deviations of both altitude and pitch attitude up to 10 m and 5 deg occur during the rapid tilt change period.
Since the ŕight path angle response always lags behind pitch attitude, controlling ŕight path angle means that it is
difficult to attenuate disturbances. A tilt rate limit of 7.5 deg s -1 was imposed on the tilt schedule and a higher tilt rate
limit resulted in a greater amount of inceptor input to compensate for the disturbance between 50 and 75 m s-1.

VI. Conclusion
The paper presents the optimum tilt schedule to encompass the helicopter, conversion, and őxed-wing aircraft

conőgurations with no ŕight state switch in the cockpit, but automatically scheduled on airspeed. Trim analysis for the
steady wings level ŕight reveals that the relative stability can map out the conversion corridor. The proposed conversion
corridor should also consider the dynamic optimisation and manoeuvres such as climb, descent and turn, which the
paper has not covered. The four ŕight cases and their handling quality ratings hinged on the shape of the tilt schedule.
In the subsequent assessment of the bandwidth and quickness criterion, it was observed that the speed of response had a
proportional relationship with the bandwidth frequency.

A tilt-scheduled conversion ŕight simulation still requires pilot compensation to maintain the altitude change due to
nonlinearity without excessive pitch attitude. If the tilt rate limit is too high, higher altitude compensation from the right
stick is required. To deal with intrusive unsteady dynamics under a high tilt rate, pitch attitude response may be suitable
for a tilt-scheduled ŕight control system rather than ŕight path angle response type. This is because a faster response is
expected to reduce pilot workload and enhance passenger comfort with a constant pitch attitude during conversion. In
the helicopter mode, the acceleration control strategy is to pitch down the aircraft. However, low acceleration may have
a positive pitch attitude depending on the current rotor tilt angle along a tilt schedule.

Above the stall speed, the aft rotor thrust is redundant because the maximum elevator deŕection is made at the
beginning. However, the minimum elevator deŕection that results in no-use aft rotor thrust at the stall speed should be
speciőed to provide the elevator with a control margin. If the initial elevator deŕection leads to zero aft thrust faster than
or closer to the stall speed, it is expected that the smaller airspeed for the primary control switch beneőts the power
savings of the aircraft by replacing powered lift with aerodynamic forces. Furthermore, the őrst zero-thrust airspeed
should try to match the airspeed for the primary control switch. Otherwise, controllability between the two points will
be challenged because aft rotor thrust will not function at a demanded stick input. Lastly, the point on the tilt schedule at
which the tilt rate becomes large should be almost the airspeed for the primary control switch because a high tilt angle is
not suitable for the őxed-wing aircraft control scheme.

In future work, a second-order tilting actuator system model should be considered for a more accurate design of the
tilt schedule and the optimum tilt rate needs to be determined to avoid stressing the conversion actuator with a high
duty cycle. Given that the ride quality relies not only on acceleration but also frequency [42], the optimum choice for
weighted sum and aerodynamic derivatives analysis could be taken into account for conversion corridor to minimise
expected pilot workload on ŕight path gamma control. Lastly, a piloted simulation will be conducted to compare the
handling qualities of the tilt-scheduled ŕight control system with the predicted handling quality ratings.
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